




















the 35th anniversary of the club. Sadly, Roger died of cancer just a few 
months after this pavilion, now named after him, was completed. The last 
modification in snooting sports at the club range was the introduction of 
smallbore silhouette shooting in the spring of 1984 by John Perizzolo. 
Recent attempts to introduce Any-Any highpower shooting (1994) and 
Rattle Battle matches (1995) have not been very successful. These kinds of 
shooting did not require making any changes to the range. 

The Buffalo Creek Gun Club is a robust highpower rifle shooting 
organization. Partly, this is due to continued support from highpower rifle 
enthusiasts. But it is perhaps as much also be due to the outstanding 
beauty and utility of its mountain forest range near the town of Bailey, 
Colorado. In its third of a century of existence, it has produced many 
nationally and internationally acclaimed competitive shooters, many of 
these starting in its junior ranks. It is the nucleus of highpower competitive 
rifle shooting for Colorado 
* * * * 

This history of the Buffalo Creek Gun Club was compiled mostly from 
information from club secretary Record Books 1,2, and 3 of minutes for 
membership and board of directors meetings (first entry, October 5,1961; 
last entry in a bound book, December 7, 1983). Quotations in the text of 
this history are taken directly from minutes of various meetings. 

I wish also to acknowledge help from Ray Barrett, Roger Noland, Ed 
Keller, and Jim Schipper, who dug deep into their fond memories of the 
club to provide information not found in the minutes. Simon Zevin was 
reported in the membership meeting of January 28,1981, to have 
submitted a summary history of the club, especially of Ed Harvey and the 
Harvey Memorial Match. The history was proposed to be published in the 
next issue of the club bulletin. But I have not been able to find a copy of 
that history. Together with Ray Barrett and Roger Noland, I published a 
brief history of the Buffalo Creek range in the Colorado State Rifle and 
Pistol Association's Colorado Bulletin, 32,1-4,1988. 
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